
  

 

 

 

Welcome to the Kader connect, Kader’s weekly round up! Here we will be sharing insight into what is 

going on here at Kader across all year groups and celebrating our lovely children!  
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 The love of reading 

Now if this photo of one of our very youngest members of the 

Kader family doesn’t make you smile I Don’t know what will! To 

see Nursery children so engrossed in reading and acting the story 

out during play, really does encapsulate our whole school reading 

ethos. Reading is the key!  

 

 

 

 

Keeping it in the spirit of cross country – how long 

can you run without stopping? (with an adult of 

course)  

 

This week we have been thinking all about friendships, we 
experimented with primary colours and rubbed our hands together to 

see what colour we made as friends! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                            

  

We have had a super busy week this week completing 
our first Year 6 PiXL tests! We have also begun our 
first piece of writing which relates to our whole class 
Victorian reading text: The Raven, by Edgar Allan Poe 

   
 

 

 

 

 We can run!! 

I was so happy with the amazing cross 

country team who demonstrated the true 

Kader spirit and ran their hearts out! 7 

finalists! WOW!  

 

 

I hope all of our parents 

are spending time reading 

with their children, it 

really is priceless.  

We had a very special visitor in Year 2 this week – 
Captain Cook’s great, great, great, great grandson! 
He answered some of our questions and made us 

giggle with his stories of the famous explorer from 

Middlesbrough! 

As part of their Roman 
topic, Year 4 looked at 
statues of powerful 
gladiators and 
emperors.  Their task 
was to strike a similar 
powerful pose in 
preparation for making 
their own sculptures 
next week.   
 

We loved making our Egyptian masks. Using lots of 
art and design techniques we have strengthened our 
art skills whilst thinking historically! A double win! 


